Thanks to listeners like you, WEKU has grown significantly over the past 12 months. WEKU has a strong, loyal membership base that supports our mission to provide a trusted and indispensable source of ideas and information to Central and Eastern Kentucky.

One of our biggest achievements over the past year was raising funds to purchase a new transmitter for 88.9 FM to increase coverage to Central Kentucky.

We’ve also added new programs to our schedule including *Think*, *PRX Remix* and *Travel with Rick Steves*. And we have been working hard to build partnerships across the Commonwealth, including an exclusive partnership with the Kentucky music program, *Red Barn Radio*.

We’ve also been able to invest in staff and technology to help us to bring you the quality radio you deserve every single day.

We developed and implemented a five-year strategic plan that focuses on long term planning, broadcast equipment replacement and growth to increase local content. Our goal is to provide you more news, information and entertainment.

As part of our strategic plan we need to replace our aging Corbin transmitter. We need your help to help fund this project. This transmitter is nearly 20 years old and has approached the end of its life. We are actively working to raise the funds needed and get this transmitter replaced *before* it fails.

Please make a gift towards our Corbin transmitter project to help keep WEKU strong. With your help we will raise the $40,000 needed to ensure our listeners in Corbin and the surrounding area continue to receive WEKU and the exceptional services we provide to listeners every day.

To date, we have secured more than half of the funds needed to complete this important capital project. Your contribution to the Corbin transmitter project will make an impact!
Listeners count on WEKU to be their source for in-depth news and analysis as well a place to explore the arts and culture of our world. We are taking a proactive approach to ensure this reliable service continues to listeners in Central Kentucky communities including Corbin, Somerset, Williamsburg, London and Livingston.

Thousands of listeners across Kentucky rely on WEKU for great public radio programming, just like you. Please help us raise the additional funds needed to make sure this service continues to be available to all of our communities, including those served by the Corbin transmitter. Your extra gift today, in any amount, will go a long way in preserving WEKU for Central and Eastern Kentucky.

With gratitude,

Mike Savage
General Manager